
The MOTHER
ofAll SPECIALS

FILLER Frenzy
Mix and match 15% OFF 

second syringe of any 
dermal filler.

SKIN VIVE Boost
Introducing Skin Vive injectable 
that smooths and hydrates the 
skin from the inside out. Add 
on to any filler for $50 OFF. 

*earns Allē points

CLEAR + BRILLIANT Glow
Gentle, affordable skin resurfacing 

treatment. Clear & Brilliant laser leaves your 
skin smoother, clearer, and younger looking 
revealing a more glowing, even complexion.

Introductory Pricing $100 OFF treatment 
when purchased in package of 3

SCULPSURE Slimdown
Summer is sooner than you think. Heat 

treat your stubborn body fat with SculpSure 
non-invasive laser body contouring. 

$400 OFF 1ST, $600 OFF 2ND 
AREA OR TREATMENT*

*when purchased in package

VISIT RADIANCEFAIRFAX.COM OR CALL 
703.222.0173 TO BOOK THESE SPECIALS 

Radiance Medspa Fairfax
12585 Fair Lakes Circle

Fairfax, VA 22033

SCULPT Season
Shrink, tighten, and smooth 
skin anywhere on the body 

with Morpheus8 Body. 
$900 OFF PACKAGE OF 3

Mom's RADIANCE TRIO
Reveal brighter, more even-toned skin with 
this 3-step plan: a facial to prep the skin, a 
light laser resurfacing, and a medical-grade 

peel to exfoliate.
1 Diamond Glow Session + 1 Clear + Brilliant® 

Laser Treatment + 1 Perfect Peel® for $925 
($1,075 when purchase separately)

Glow and Go EVENT
May 30th 10am to 3pm

Introducing a two-step, no downtime 
treatment with SPECIAL EVENT PRICING! 
*Appointments limited, call today to reserve

BOTOX Brilliance Add-On
Getting Botox this month? Add on a 

DiamondGlow for 15% OFF when done in the 
same visit. DiamondGlow dermabrasion 

exfoliates, extracts impurities, and infuses 
SkinMedica® Pro-Infusion Serums all at once.

*Combine with Allē rewards and $30 off Allē Diamond 
Glow coupon while supplies last for eligible members.

Refer a friend, earn $50 RADIANCE REWARDS 
for you, and your friend gets $50 OFF their 

first service. *May be combined with other 
discounts or promotions, may not be combined 

with other reward points.

Radiant REFERRALS


